Mode of inhalation for trained and untrained asthmatics using a pressurized aerosol.
A pressurized inhalation aerosol should be actuated at the beginning of a slow and deep inhalation, followed by a long pause of breathholding. In this study a registration was performed on the mode of inhalation. The flow-volume curve and the moment of actuation were obtained from an aerosol actuator provided with sensors, and the breathholding pause was measured. Data were obtained from 34 asthmatic patients, regularly trained to use the pressurized aerosol, and these data were compared with those from 44 untrained patients. When the subjects used a terbutaline sulfate aerosol in their usual fashion, most of the trained subjects succeeded well. Further improvements could possibly be made regarding the depth of inhalation and, after control with the recording device, regarding the flow rate at actuation. Most of the untrained subjects did not use a deep enough inhalation with respect to their vital capacity, and their breath-holding pause was very short. It only seems possible to improve these parameters by regular training. In order to reach optimal results the asthmatic patients must be regularly controlled and instructed regarding their use of a pressurized inhalation aerosol. A recording device is useful in demonstrating to each subject which parameter can be improved.